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Space teleoperation means an extension of human operator’s intelligence to the remote
telerobot in the space, and has been widely applied in space exploration and service. The
main difficulty in teleoperation is the large stochastic time delay between operator and
telerobot. Previous works on space teleoperation mainly focus on the control design, and
some researches also give good solutions to the prediction of net work time delay, but few
has been put forward to give a sufficient analysis and precise prediction for time delay in
space situation. This paper conducts a study upon the time delay measure, model and
prediction for space teleoperation. Time delays produced by different nodes of the spaceground round trip are measured and analyzed using statistical methods. And probability
density distribution models are proposed and verified by parameter Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) and χ2 Goodness of Fit Principle Test (GFT). Steps above show that in our
teleoperation system, uplink time delay is a short-term autocorrelated sequence varying
between 1.05s and 1.20s. Then, based on Non-Gaussian Auto-Regressive Model (NGAR) and
Kalman Filtering (KF), uplink time delay sequence is predicted with absolute error less than
80ms and relative error below 8%. Finally, computer simulation results show that motion
precision simulated by the virtual model of the telerobot will be improved with predicted
value of the uplink time delay compensated, and future work is outlined in the end of this
paper.

I. Introduction
PACE teleoperation is a significant way for space operation including On-orbit Servicing1,2, In-space
Experiment3,4, and Planet Surface Exploration5. It is well-known that the large statistical time delay (TD)
existing in the space-ground round trip performs a side effect to the stability and tracking ability of the space
telerobot. Without the knowledge of the TD, no appropriate controller especially its parameters could be obtained.
And the interest on the work related to the TD has never faded out. In the early study focusing on the control scheme
design and algorithm, though the randomicity has already been aware of, TD is treated simply as a constant value6.
As researches progress, the characteristics of TD have attracted more and more attention. In 7 and 8, round trip TD
over network is measured and analyzed using time series, histogram and phase plot under two different
communication circumstances. Basic characteristics of TD series over network have been realized, and due to the
large amount of factors influencing the value, it seems impossible to establish an analytical model for TD and the
prediction turns to be a difficult job. So in the later literatures, researchers keep their eyes on prediction based on
statistic theory and develop series of methods such as Auto-Regressive Model9, 10, Maximum Entropy Principle11,
and Sparse Multivariate Linear Regressive Models12. With these tools presented above, precise prediction results
have been achieved towards teleoperation over the Internet.
Although network is commonly used, huge differences exist between TD over network and the one in space
situation. In space teleoperation system, the transmission route of the signal over network is more determinate, and
the bandwidth is assured. Second, a kind of real-time protocol such as UDP protocol is applied, instead of the
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traditional TCP/IP protocol. Third, the load of the connection is relatively stable during the period of teleoperation.
And lastly there are many unique nodes including wireless signal transmission and operation center, ground station
and satellite computation existing in the round trip.
As few works have been proposed, this paper devotes itself to a detailed study on the stochastic TD model and
prediction for space teleoperation. In addition, the improvement for a virtual telerobot model with predicted TD
series compensated is shown by computer simulations. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next
section, the source for the space-ground round trip TD is analyzed and in order to measure the various kinds of TDs,
some test systems are established intentionally. In section three, based on results of the measurement, statistical
characteristics including histogram, phase plot and autocorrelation are presented, and probability density functions
for different kinds of TDs are established by Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) and χ2 Goodness of Fit
Principle Test (GFT). As uplink TD series is short-term autocorrelated and distributes to a non-Gaussian distribution,
section four considers conducting a prediction based on Non-Gaussian Auto-Regressive Model (NGAR) and
Kalman Filtering (KF). With predicted TD series compensated, some computer simulations are conducted for a
planar series link model with 3 degree-of-freedom (DOF) in an agravic environment in section five. Finally, in
section six conclusions of this paper are drawn and future works are outlined.

II. Measurements for Time Delay Series
This section mainly discusses two problems including where TDs come from and how to acquire their detailed
values. For the first question, this section analyzes sources for space-ground round trip TD, and concludes that TDs
generally come from wireless signal transmission, data transmission over network and data processing. For the
second one, measure systems are established particularly for statistical kinds of TDs and measure results are
obtained.
A. Sources for Space-Ground Round Trip Time Delay
With large amounts of equipments in it, detailed structure of space teleoperation system is quite complicated.
However, if some nodes are considered as
black boxes, a relatively simple scheme for
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space teleoperation system can be shown as
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Figure 1. Basic scheme for space teleoperation system.
formulas are obtained as follows

τ U =τ A + τ NU + τ StU + τ SU

(1)

τ D =τ C + τ ND + τ StD + τ SD

(2)

=
τ τU + τ D

(3)

Since TD due to wireless communication can be derived from the physical range between ground station and
telerobot and present radio exterior measuring equipments can provide an accurate rage measure result, prediction
error of TD over wireless communication can be restrained under 10-5ms for low-earth-orbit (LEO) telerobots.
Thus, this paper does not care too much about this part of TD and just keep an eye on the statistical TD.
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B. Measure System and Result for Round Trip Time Delay over Network
The test for round trip time delay over network (RTTN)
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below 10-3 and relatively much more stable work load. So the Figure200
statistical characteristics vary little in different measure periods, and a further analysis dependent on plot in figure 2
will offer a credible result.
C. Measure System and Result for Uplink Data Processing Time Delay
Operation center, ground station and telerobot are
the special data processing nodes for space
teleoperation and in order to measure the uplink data
Fiber
processing time delay (UDPTD), these nodes were
integrated into a measure system， shown as figure 3.
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Figure 3. Measure system for UDPTD.
and 64 bytes as packet length was sent by operation center to
telerobot through fibers and ground station. Since fibers in the
system are shorter than 100m, TD generating from fiber
transmission could be easily ignored. Further more, the measure
system was designed as an open-loop system, so GPS timing
equipment was introduced to provide a clock with time
excursion below 100ns. The test lasted 3500s and figure 4
shows the plot of UDPTD series. Unlike RTTN series, UDPTD
series shown in figure 4 is much more stable. In a short-term
period lasting 8s, the dithering of UDPTD series is less than 103
ms, then the series jumps to another stable short-term period.
The total dithering won’t exceed 3.5ms, which is only 2.3% of
the dithering of the uplink RTTN suppose that uplink TD
equals downlink TD.

Above all, measurements conducted in this section offer some basic knowledge about the TD, which is a
statistical series with value between 2.10s and 2.40s, for space teleoperation, and a further study on statistical
characteristics could be given based on it.

III. Statistical Characteristics of Time Delay
The following section works on the statistical characteristics of RTTN and UDPTD based on measure results,
which can also be called sampling in Statistics. Similarly to literature 7 and 12, as the beginning part of this section
histogram, phase plot and autocorrelation are applied here to find more information: histogram has a closed
connection with the probability density distribution of a random variable; phase plot shows the one-step
3

autocorrelation of TD and can reflect the working load of the entire system in some sense; and autocorrelation
shows the relationship between the present value of a random variable and its past values. In the second part of this
section, assumptions of the probability density function are made based on the knowledge of histogram of the RTTN
and UDPTD sampling. MLE and χ2 GFT methods are then used to derive and verify detailed forms of functions.
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A. Histogram, phase plot and autocorrelation
Figure 5 and 6 give the histograms for RTTN sampling with 25ms as the time interval and UDPTD sampling
with 0.25ms as the time interval. And probability density of UDPTD may distribute to a Gaussian distribution, while
RTTN seems to distribute to a non-Gaussian distribution.
Figure 7 and 8 present the phase plot for RTTN and UDPTD. Plots on both of these two figures cluster around
the line t(i+1) = t(i), which indicates that both network communication and data processing are non-congested. On
the other hand, there are still some differences between figure 7 and figure 8. In figure 7, plots cluster dispersedly
around the line t(i+1) = t(i) because RTTN is entirely stochastic, while in figure 8 plots centralize around the line
due to the short-term stabilization of UDPTD.
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Figure 5. Histogram of RTTN.

Figure 6. Histogram of UDPTD.
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Figure 8. Phase plot of UDPTD.

Figure 7. Phase plot of RTTN.
Autocorrelation is computed as follows

∑ ( x − x )( x
C (∆) =
∑ (x − x)
N −∆

i =1

i +∆

i
N

i =1

2

− x)

(4)

i

where {x i } is the random series, N is the length of the series, x is the average of {x i }, and ∆ is the number of step.
With the definition shown as Eq. (4), a sharp peak can be seen in both figure 9 and figure 10, which indicates the
randomness of RTTN and UDPTD. However, a short-term autocorrelation can also be seen after enlarging the peak
of the figure: for RTTN, autocorrelation holds above 0.2 in 3 steps and for UDPTD this value does not decrease to
4

0.1 after 8 steps. Thus, prediction method such as auto-regressive model is hoped to be used based on this special
characteristic.
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B. Probability density function
According to the observation of histogram shown as figure 5 and 6, the probability density distribution of RTTN
is assumed to take a Gamma form and the one of UDPTD is assumed to take a Gaussian form, which are shown as
follows

Gamma Distribution for RTTN

Gauss Distribution for UDPTD

 λ −r
x r −1 exp ( − x λ ) , x > 0

f ( x|λ , r ) =  ( r − 1) !

0,
x≤0

f ( x | µ ,s )
=

 ( x − µ )2 
1
exp  −

2s 2 
2πs


(5)

(6)

where parameters including λ , r, μ and s need to be estimated. In Statistics, it is natural to make these assumptions
from the histogram, but they remain to be tested and verified. MLE and χ2 GFT methods are commonly used in such
a case, and a brief introduction to these methods is given in the following content.
Suppose the probability density distribution function of a random variable x is given as f(x|t), in which t is the
estimated parameter vector. Then the maximum likelihood function can be derived as

L ( t ) = ∏ i =1 f ( xi | t )
n

(7)

or the logarithm form of the function is given as

ln L ( t ) = ∑ i =1 ln f ( xi | t )
n

(8)

where x i is the sampling. The MLE value of parameter vector t is attained when maximum likelihood function
reaches its extremum, i.e.

∂ ln L ( t ) / ∂t =0

(9)

With Eq. (9) solved, the estimation of parameters can be attained. However, formulas above do not guarantee the
validity for the assumption, so the verification needs to be taken after the assumption and MLE steps. Here, a kind of
method named χ2 Goodness Fit Test is adopted with statistical variableχ2 constructed as follows
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m

( ni − npi )

i =1

npi

χ =ˆ ∑
2

2

(10)

where the interval [0,+∞) is divided into m sub-intervals as [0,a 1 ), [a 1 ,a 2 ),… [a m-1 , +∞), n is the total amount of
the sampling, n i is the amount of sampling in the sub-interval [a i ,a i+1 ), and p i is the probability of the random
variable x appearing in the same sub-interval. The probability density distribution of variable constructed as formula
(10) is named as χ2 Distribution, and assumptions shown as Eqs. (5) and (6) satisfy the measure sampling with
distinguish level equal to α if the following Inequation is obtained
m

( ni − npi )

i =1

npi

∑

2

≤ χ12−α (m − k − 1)

(11)

where k is the dimension of the vector t, and χ2(m-k-1) can be looked up from the table in Statistic handbooks.
With methods presented above, parameters are estimated as λ = 2.688 , r = 25 , µ = 984.92ms and s = 0.61ms when
distinguish level α equals 0.005 for both RTTN and UDPTD sampling. Generated by Eqs. (5) and (6), figure 11
and figure 12 give another two histograms whose basic distribution features are similar to figure 5 and figure 6.
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IV. Uplink Time Delay Prediction
Autocorrelation values shown as figure 9 and 10 indicate that TD obtains a short-term autocorrelated
characteristic, so an Auto-Regressive (AR) model is hoped to give a precise prediction for the future value of TD
series. However, the Gamma distribution of RTTN doesn’t satisfy the Gauss distribution precondition of AR theory,
which leads to an obstacle to use the classical AR model directly. Fortunately, this kind of problem has been
successfully solved by literatures 13-14 using higherorder statistics. And in this section, the cumulant is applied as a
kind of higherorder statistics directly to establish an NGAR model for uplink time delay (UTD) and make the
prediction based on KF. Since prediction error of TD over wireless communication can be easily restrained under
10-5ms, prediction here is mainly conducted towards statistical parts of UTD including uplink time delay over
network (UTDN) and UDPTD.
A. Non-Gaussian Auto-Regressive Model for Uplink Time Delay
In practical measurement, UTDN (half of RTTN) and UDPTD are mixed together and it is impossible to
separate them from each other. If {y t } denotes the measured series of UTD, {x t } denotes the series of UTDN, and
{v t } denotes the series of UDPTD, the observation of TD can be treated as the summation of the state variable x t
and a white noise v t .
Fist the state equation for UTDN is established based on NGAR theory, the basic form is as follows

6

=
xt

n

∑ϕ x
i =1

i t −i

+ at

(12)

in which n denotes the order of the NGAR, ϕ = [ϕ1 ϕ2  ϕn ]T denotes the auto-regressive coefficient, and a t
denotes the additional process white noise. Then the cumulant of {x t } is used to identify n and ϕ . The definition is
given as

ck = cum ( x1 , x2 , , xk ) =

(− j)

k

∂ k ln Φ (ω1 , ω2 ,ωk )
∂ω1∂ω2  ∂ωk
ω=
1

(13)
ω2= = ωk= 0

where function Φ is defined as
def

{

}

, ω2 ,ωk ) E exp  j (ω1 x1 + ω2 x2 +  + ωk xk ) 
Φ (ω1=

(14)

The main benefit from cumulant is that for any order higher than 3 the cumulant equals zero for Gauss series, so a
kind of modified Yule-Walker equation can be obtained as
n

cky (τ 1 ,τ 2 , 0, , 0 ) =
∑ ϕ j cky (τ1 − j,τ 2 , 0, , 0 ) , τ1 > 0

(15)

j =1

In Eq. (15) k is chosen as 3, and the determine matrix C is formalized to get the order n of NGAR.
 cky (1, −n )



 cky (1, 0 )
C=
cky ( n , −n )



c
 ky ( n , 0 )


cky ( n , −n ) 





cky ( n , 0 ) 

 cky ( 2n − 1, −n ) 




 cky ( 2n − 1, 0 ) 

(16)

where n is the upper limitation of the series length. Then n equals the maximum difference between neighbored
singularities.
Similarly take k=3, τ 1 = 1, 2, , n and τ 2 = l in Eq. (15), then a linear equation about parameter φ is as follows

Cϕ = c

(17)

where

 C ( −n ) 


C ( −n + 1) 
C =
c
=





 C ( 0 )  n( n +1)×n
and
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(18)

c3 y ( −1, l )  c3 y (1 − n, l ) 
 c3 y ( 0, l )


c3 y (1, l )
c3 y ( 0, l )
 c3 y ( 2 − n, l ) 

C (l ) =








c3 y ( 0, l ) 
c3 y ( n − 1, l ) c3 y ( n − 2, l ) 
c ( l ) = c3 y (1, l ) , c3 y ( 2, l ) , , c3 y ( n, l ) 

(19)

T

The auto-regressive coefficient can be calculated by the least squares estimation then. Finally the estimation of a t is
given as

sˆ a2
=

N
n
1


xt − ∑ ϕi xt −i 
∑

N − n t=
1
n +1 
i=


2

(20)

so that every parameter in Eq. (12) is determined and the state equation is obtained.
B. Kalman Filtering and Prediction Results
The UTD prediction is conducted based on the state space of the linear discrete system
X (t ) =
Φ ( t , t − 1) ⋅ X ( t − 1) + Γ ( t , t − 1) ⋅ w ( t − 1)
y (t ) =
h ( t ) ⋅ X ( t -RTTD') + v ( t -RTTD')

(21)

T
2
where X(t)= [x t ,x t-1 ,…,x t-(n-1) ]T, Γ ( t , t − 1) =
I n , Qw = s a I n , w(t-1)=[a t ,a t-1 ,…,a t-(n-1) ] , h(t)=[1 0 … 0], y(t)=y t ,

v(t)=v t , Rv = s v2 I n , state transfer matrix Φ ( t , t − 1)
 ϕT 
Φ ( t , t − 1) =


 I n −1 0 

(22)

and RTTD’ which is an integer related to the value of RTTD equals 3 in the situation of this paper.
Derived from the state space shown as Eq. (21), the prediction step of state vector, observation vector and
variance matrix can be obtained using the classical KF method, and initials of state vector and variance matrix are
given as

Xˆ ( t0 | t0 )  yt0
=

yt0 −1  yt0 −( n −1)  − µv ⋅ (1)n×1
T

(23)

and

pˆ ( t0 | t0 ) = E  X (t0 ) X T (t0 ) 

(24)

There is no distinguish between steps used above and ones of classical KF, but due to the TD which leads to a
special form of observation equation shown in formula (21), the optimal prediction in two steps has to been applied
as the approximation of the filtering of state vector, shown as follows
(25)
Xˆ ( t -1| t -1) ≈ Xˆ ( t -1| t − 3) =Φ ( t − 1, t − 2 ) Φ ( t − 2, t − 3) Xˆ ( t -3 | t − 3)
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Fig. 13 concludes the process of
the algorithm presented in this
section, and values including NGAR
order n=8, auto-regressive coefficient
φ= [0.6973, 0.0786, 0.0019, 0.0619,
0.1235, -0.1120, 0.0861, 0.0625]T and
standard variance of the white noise
sˆ a = 33.82ms are calculated step by

Measure Series Y

step.
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 present the
prediction result and error. With the
algorithm shown in this section,
precise prediction result with error
less than 80ms has been achieved.
Besides, the error integration doesn’t
exceed 300ms, and compared to the Figure 13.
prediction without KF, algorithm
developed here performs much better.
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V. Computer Simulations
UTD prediction is helpful for choosing an appropriate controller and its parameters for space teleoperation.
Besides, with prediction values of UTD series compensated, virtual model of telerobot can provide a better tracking
performance compared to the situation without UTD compensation, which is another important application for UTD
prediction. In order to test the latter application, some computer simulation work was conducted using Matlab. First,
shown in figure 16, a computer simulation system in Matlab/Simulink was established and a planar serial
manipulator with 3 degree-of-freedom was chosen as the control plant. The tele-manipulator applied here is
supposed to be a rigid body with mass distributed uniformly, and basic parameters of each link are given as
a 1 =0.985m, m 1 =7.5kg; a 2 =0.765m, m 2 =7.0kg; and a 3 =0.390m, m 3 =11.9kg.
In figure 16, signal generator outputs expected joint angle as control command to telerobot through UTD
measure series and to virtual model through prediction series. Both of the measured and predicted series of UTD are
shown in figure 14. The telerobot and the virtual model execute received commands and the locus of telerobot’s
end-effector is shown in figure 17 with expected joint angle as follows
 sin (π t 15 ) ⋅ [π 2 π 4 π 3]T
θM = 
T
sin (π t 30 ) ⋅ [π 4 π 8 π 4]

Px ≥ 2
Px < 2

where x-axis displacement of end-effector P x is treated as the threshold for command transit.
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Figure 16. Computer simulation system. Figure 17. Locus of telerobot’s end-effector.
Three kinds of loci generated by telerobot’s end-effector are presented in figure 17. The real line is the expected
locus, the dot line represents the locus of virtual model’s end-effector with UTD prediction series compensated and
the dash line represents the locus without UTD compensation. Obviously, the dot line is much more closed to the
real line, which indicates a better tracking performance, especially when motion transit happens. Thus, besides a
criterion for controller design, UTD prediction can also be used to improve the simulation precision of the
telerobot’s virtual model.

VI. Conclusions And Future Work
In this paper a detailed research on TD measurement, statistic model and prediction has been made for space
teleoperation. Since there are no particular literatures on TD in space situation yet, this paper makes a contribution
to the future work in space teleoperation area and draws some significant conclusions, including: 1) value of Round
Trip Time Delay (RTTD) in our system is between 2.1s and 2.4s, and stochastic parts of RTTD are short-term
autocorrelated; 2) algorithm based on NGAR and KF effectively predicts UTD with error less than 80ms and error
integration less than 300ms; 3) performance of telerobot can be improved with UTD predicted and compensated.
In the future, more experiment data of TD is expected to accumulate and tests for the fitness of the algorithm to
different communication circumstances of space teleoperation are looked forward to. What’s more, the NGAR
developed here needs large amounts of data training before the start of the prediction, so a recursive method for the
auto-regressive coefficient estimation is hoped to be developed that real-time TD prediction can be achieved.
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